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Year 1 Number and Algebra 

When I’m a teenager 

Learning goal Students will identify, represent and order “teen” numbers. 

Content 

description 

Number and Algebra – Number and place value 

 Recognise, model, read, write and order numbers to at least 100. Locate these 

numbers on a number line (ACMNA013) 

 Count collections to 100 by partitioning numbers using place value (ACMNA014) 

Big idea Number – counting, sequence and order 

Resources Number line with pegs evenly spaced to 20, large 99 board, bundling sticks, calculators, 

skyscraper sheet, die, numeral and name cards, teen spinner, cubes, odometer, number line 

Reality 

Local knowledge Check whether students have teenage siblings or cousins. How old are they/you? What’s 

different about the number for your age and theirs? Identify and discuss characteristics of 

teen numbers. 

Prior experience Check that students can count forwards and backwards to 20 and beyond. 

Kinaesthetic Number line 0–20 (a number track or number ladder could be used instead of the number 

line): Students are given a teen card that they identify, e.g. This is 14. Start from one and 

touch the pegs along the number line while all the class count to the given number (14). 

Student stops at 14 and pegs the card on the line. The teacher asks questions such as: What 

number comes before/after, next, one more/one less? 14 is between what numbers? After a 

couple of numbers, identify the 10 and start from ten, trusting the ten to count on. Repeat 

so that all teen numbers are placed on the line. Discuss oneteen (11), twoteen (12), 

threeteen (13). 

Reverse and play, I’m thinking of a number that comes between/is one more than/one less 

than/after/before a given number, is made up of one ten and (X) ones. 

Abstraction 

Body Walk the 99 board: Students make teen numbers on the 99 board by walking from zero 

down one ten and then across step by step to the given number of ones. Reverse: Stand on 

a given teen number and find how many rows down and then how many steps across, e.g. 

16 is one row down and six steps across. 

Game: Teacher models how to show, for example, 13: both hands (ten fingers) then three 

single fingers. Teacher calls a teen number and students show hands for the given teen 

number. Reverse: Teacher shows a number using the above strategy and asks students 

what number was modelled. 

Do we write the digits in teen numbers the same way as they are said? [Say four-teen, ten 

last, but write 14, ten first followed by ones.] Compare saying numbers in the 20s to 90s 

with saying teen numbers. What is different? Conclusion: Teen numbers are special. 

Hand Class activity: Students find a teen number given by the teacher using their calculator, e.g. 13. 

Enter 1 and add 1 repeatedly, students count as they go, 1, 2, 3, up to the given number. 

What number came just before 13? What number is one more? Check with your calculator. 

Using bundling sticks, make up bundles of ten then make nominated teen numbers, e.g. 13: 

13 is one bundle of ten and three ones. Repeat process with other teen numbers. 

Mind Students close their eyes and show teen numbers that the teacher calls by using both hands 

for ten and number of fingers required to make the number. Numbers can be phrased as: 

I’m thinking of a number that is one more than 16; that comes before 12, and so on. 

http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=M&t=Number+line
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/curriculum/contentdescription/ACMNA013
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=M&t=Partitioning
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=M&t=Place+value
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/curriculum/contentdescription/ACMNA014
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Creativity Students choose a teen number and write it at the top of the sheet. They demonstrate their 

number in as many ways as possible: representing it in single items, a bundle of ten and 

ones, one more/less than, its name, a picture, a story about their number. 

Mathematics 

Language/ 

symbols 
teen numbers, number track, tens, ones, represent, before, after, between, next, one more, 

one less, part, whole 

Practice 1. In pairs: Skyscraper, 20 floors high. Roll a die and go up in the lift stopping at the 

appropriate floor (floors are named by the number names). Record the floors in 

numerals where the lift stops. First pair to have stopped at all floors wins. 

2. Snap: In pairs, draw numerals from one pack and names from the other; snap when 

they match. 

3. Teen spinner: In pairs, spin a number and make it with cubes. Circle the number on a 

number line. First to spin 19 is the winner. 

4. Students choose a teen number and write it at the top of the sheet, numeral and name. 

They trace around their hands making ten fingers. They then trace around other fingers 

to make the ones in their chosen number. 

5. Draw lines to connect and match the numeral, name and bundling sticks. 

Connections Numbers in the 20s, 30s etc. Students need to understand the difference in language and 

pattern between teen numbers and numbers in other decades. Why do we say fourteen but 

twenty-four? To keep the pattern, teen numbers could be said as onety-four. Students need 

to understand that the “teen” coming after the ones digit is representing one ten just as the 

twenty represents two tens with the ones following. Students also need to be able to 

compare and order, e.g. 41 to 49, understanding that because the tens are the same, they 

must look at the ones to see that 9 is bigger than 1, so 49 > 41. 

Reflection  

Validation Students find stories in their world that describe and refer to teen numbers. Students 

validate their neighbour’s work in Practice steps 4 and 5. 

Application/ 

problems 
Provide applications and problems for students to apply to different contexts independently, 

e.g. Thinkboard: number of biscuits in a tin, number of toys in the box, number of steps on a 

ladder; count, group into tens and ones and write the numeral and its name, before/after. See 

example in Teacher’s Notes. 

Extension Flexibility. Students describe and show teen numbers in a variety of ways using the 

language of position (e.g. after/before, between, next, one more/less, smaller/greater than) 

and composition (bundle of ten and ones; single ones). Challenge students to estimate and 

compare two “teen” collections in different contexts, e.g. counters in a zip lock bag, linking 

cubes in a train. 

Reversing. Begin with any of the representations of teen numbers and complete the others, 

that is, relate all five representations: stories ↔ act out ↔ pictures ↔ language ↔ 

symbols. 

Generalising. The ones always follow the same counting sequence from zero to nine. When 

we get to ten in a group, we move the group of ten ones over to the tens group. If there are 

ones left over, they stay in the ones’ place until we get enough ones to make another group 

of ten to move over into the tens group. 

Changing parameters. What if we had two or more bundles of ten? How are these numbers 

said? Are teen numbers said in the same way as other numbers with more than one ten? 
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Teacher’s notes 

 Teen spinner: A paper plate with teen numbers 11–19 around perimeter and central spinner. 

 Students complete a thinkboard (only the middle section is completed and students insert their 

individual representations) e.g. as below: 

 

 Students need to be taught the skill of visualising: closing their eyes and seeing pictures in their minds, 

making mental images; e.g. show a picture of a kookaburra, students look at it, remove the picture, 

students then close their eyes and see the picture in their mind; then make a mental picture of a 

different bird. 

 Suggestions in Local Knowledge are only a guide. It is very important that examples in Reality are 

taken from the local environment that have significance to the local culture and come from the 

students’ experience of their local environment. 

 Useful websites for resources: www.rrr.edu.au;  https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/3035.html  

 Explicit teaching that aligns with students’ understanding is part of every section of the RAMR cycle 

and has particular emphasis in the Mathematics section. The RAMR cycle is not always linear but may 

necessitate revisiting the previous stage/s at any given point. 

 Reflection on the concept may happen at any stage of the RAMR cycle to reinforce the concept being 

taught. Validation, Application, and the last two parts of Extension should not be undertaken until 

students have mastered the mathematical concept as students need the foundation in order to be 

able to validate, apply, generalise and change parameters. 

 seventeen 

one less  one more 

17 
Concrete/Real: bundling 
sticks, cubes, counters 

 

Symbols e.g. 

17 = 10 + 7 

7 + 10 = 17 

Picture/Diagram 

Verbal/Story  

17 is one ten and seven ones or 
onety-seven 

seventeen 

http://www.rrr.edu.au/
https://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/3035.html
http://etc.usf.edu/clipart/48800/48863/48863_b017_stick.htm

